LazyDoge
A Platform for Doge Enthusiasts
www.LazyDoge.net
Overview

LazyDoge is bringing together an amazing Doge community to form the most robust ecosystem where everyone can have fun and be lazy.

Let us do the heavy lifting so you can relax and enjoy the NFTs, merchandise, and games. Join the laziest community HODLing a reliable token with minimal effort.

Get on the lazy train today!

LAZYPATHS

- No Free Team Token
- Fully Decentralised
- Community Driven
- A Token for Anyone
- Do Nothing, Be Lazy
Goal

With LazyDoge, we are aiming to build a platform for Doge enthusiasts where you can happily trade, invest, play and farm LazyDoge tokens.
LazyNFT

LazyNFT is the Doge-only NFT featuring some of the best artists in the world. Each NFT comes preloaded with LazyDoge tokens; so that’s double the value! It’s just lazy but effective.

We gladly welcome any projects with a 100% charitable contribution. If you’re an artist interested in an NFT project with LazyDoge, reach out to us - open to Doges only.

Doge has come a long way and will remain as the Doge to be reckoned with. (The first NFT sale will happen in the coming weeks. Follow our social channels for more updates.)

LazyMerch

 Wouldn’t you love to own cool LazyDoge apparel and accessories? We are working hard with some of the top producers of awesome, high-quality merchandise for our Doge community. Sit back, be lazy, and rest assured that LazyDoge followers will enjoy nothing but the finest products at the best prices.

Oh, and there’s a bonus - merch can be purchased with LazyDoge tokens, too! Now, don’t you wonder why other meme tokens can’t do the same? Hmm...
LazyGames

We put the fun in meme tokens. With LazyDoge, it’s not just about buying and selling for profit alone or dealing with the pressure of seeing tokens decrease in value, ending up with your morale on the ground.

Wondering how? LazyDoge will develop exciting and fun Doge-only games for all lazy gamers. Here’s the best part – you can earn LazyDoge tokens as you play LazyGames! Now that’s something for all the Doge fans.
Roadmap

Phase 1
- Website Launch
- Start Community Building
- Launch of Token at Pancakeswap
- Development of LazyNFT
- Listing on Coinmarketcap and CoinGecko
- Target 10,000 Token Holders

Phase 2
- Engaging Social Influencers
- Community Partnership
- Third-Party Audit
- Online Marketing Drive
- Launch of LazyDoge’s Merchandise
- Target 25,000 Token Holders

Phase 3
- Launch of LazyNFT platform
- Free NFT Distribution
- Target 100,000 Token Holders
- Listing on CEX
- Offline Marketing Initiatives
- Multiple Online Ads

Phase 4
- Launch of LazySwap
- Free NFT for Token Holders
- Enhanced Marketing Effort
- Target 250,000 Token Holders
- Billboard Ads in Strategic Areas
PancakeSwap is the largest automated market maker and Decentralized Exchange (DEX) that allows tokens to be exchanged on the Binance Smart Chain. The biggest attraction about the Binance Smart Chain is the speed of transaction and the low transaction fees, allowing token buyers to purchase smaller amounts of tokens.

Furthermore, the large user base and transaction volume of Pancakeswap will ensure the success of the LazyDoge token.
LazyDoge token will be launched on the Pancakeswap platform using the Binance Smart Chain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token Symbol</th>
<th>Total Supply</th>
<th>Circulating Supply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAZYDOGE</td>
<td>10 Quadrillion Tokens</td>
<td>7 Quadrillion Tokens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- % Burnt: 3 Quadrillion Tokens
- % Circulating: 7 Quadrillion Tokens

**Contract Address**

0x063c93c75eaa76311ae9ba06cf3d3387586ed0f2

**Token Allocations**

- 5% Branding & Marketing
- 5% Product Development
- 10% Community Building

The token allocation will be used to ensure strong branding, build new products, foster partnerships and social engagements for the Lazy Community.
What sets LazyDoge apart?

1. LazyDoge is not just another meme coin or a pump-and-dump token. It’s a token centered on building and supporting an awesome Doge community with innovative and fun ideas.

2. We are not just selling stories. We have authentic Doge products that can be purchased with your tokens, ranging from cool merchandise to our NFTs which will be minted and transferred to popular secondary NFT markets.

3. There is no free team token or pre-sale. However, we are actively running charitable campaigns and assisting those affected by the Covid-19 pandemic.

Get in touch for an event partnership. We take no fees.
Thank You – Be Lazy

@LazyDoge
@LazyDogeCoin
reddit.com/user/LazyDogeCoin/
@LazyDoge

DISCLAIMER
LazyDoge, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps ("LazyDoge") as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any elective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. LazyDoge is a fully and completely decentralized and community driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors or other figures or entities exerting any form of governance. The LazyDoge smart contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The LazyDoge token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. LazyDoge is not in any way e-money and/or flat money, or an asset backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in LazyDoge or acquire or use LazyDoge tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of LazyDoge represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of LazyDoge (including the LazyDoge token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software or interface, including LazyDoge, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with LazyDoge, for any damage suffered, including total loss.